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About This Game

After countless days and nights celebrating within the infamous Monkey Tavern, our team of adventurers have spent every last
penny... Their fates, however are about to change...

Like a gift from the gods, in walks a mysterious stranger who points them towards a high tower full of invaluable treasures .

It doesn't take much more to rouse their thirst for adventure.

You will enjoy exploring a dungeon full of riddles, dangerous enemies and vicious traps.
And if luck favours...you will discover secret passages sheltering legendary weapons and armours.

Key Features :

- Dungeon exploration in grid-base movement
- 8 classes

- 3 difficulty levels
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- 2 hours of intense music
- Static real time fights

- 22 different enemies, including 6 bosses
- Full keyboard and gamepad support

- Numerous traps and secrets
- More than 100 unique items
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great open ended game that rewards skill i bought this last night and liked it alot but todays huge update turned this game on its
head its incredible. Mountains of ability cards. Tons of add-on parts. A whole slew of boards of different shapes and sizes. Even
more content to be released. And top it all off with relatively easy-to-use modding tools, with full online mod support on the
way...

...When they say the possibilities are endless, they mean it.

. In the not-too-distant future --
Next Sunday A.D. --
There was a guy named Joel,
Not too different from you or me.
He worked at Gizmonic Institute,
Just another face in a red jumpsuit.
He did a good job cleaning up the place,
But his bosses didn't like him
So they shot him into space.

We'll send him cheesy movies,
The worst we can find (la-la-la).
He'll have to sit and watch them all,
And we'll monitor his mind (la-la-la).
Now keep in mind Joel can't control
Where the movies begin or end (la-la-la)
Because he used those special parts
To make his robot friends.

Robot Roll Call:
Cambot!
Gypsy!
Tom Servo!
Croooow!

If you're wondering how he eats and breathes
and other science facts (la la la),
Then repeat to yourself, "It's just a show,
I should really just relax
For Mystery Science Theater 3000!"

. Very fast-paced and competitive! Most games like this, you'd think they were better as Multiplayer-Only games. Inversus,
however, has an equally fast-paced single-player mode that people like me can enjoy. I recommend for anyone looking for a
frantic, fun arcade game.. Got it from GOTY edition ;). Nice little puzzle game.
Don't be fooled by it's simple appearance, this game will melt your brain as you try to mentally keep track of your precious little
invisible boxes as you dance them like lemmings around traps and mazes to get them safely home.. The way I see it, JRPGs
should be judged on three things: Story, gameplay and functionality.
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Story, which would would include characters, dialogue, plot, etc, is pretty average. The characters are great, and can be funny,
but the plot is nonexistant. Granted, I haven't finished the game, so I'm not really holding that against it too much in my
judgement... but it still bothers me I'm five hours in and the plot of the game is "do sidequests!" If that's the plot, that's fine...
but I still don't like it.

Gameplay, is also extremely average. It's your basic JRPG battle system, but not interesting at all. This cheap, rpgmaker niche
that has appeared on Steam has shown it can have interesting battles... just look at a game like Cubicle Quest. In that game, you
basically must figure out what the foes weakness is, and rearange your party to combat it. But in this, the all your party members
basically fit into two categories: those who spam basic attacks, and those who spam their strongest spell. Weaknesses and
resistances don't really fit in much, since they only affect the latter group, and even then, if you have a tier two level spell that is
resisted by the foe, it will do more than a tier one level spell that has an elemental advantage.
Plus, the inclusion of MP is useless in this game. Your MP pool is so big, and you level up so fast, you never run out of it, so
there's no point.
Oh, theres also this half-a$$ (did I mention that instead of swearing the game just puts symbols in? Because they do that, and it
makes me think their target audience was nine year olds) active time battle system which seems like its probably a public script
you can find on the rpgmaker forums. It's useless, too, since your characters are going to move in a certain order anyway. All it
does is add breaks in the gameplay.
But I can excuse this, because I love myself an average jrpg, sort of turn based battle system.

But functionality just flops. I inlcude graphics and audio in this... and they both suck. Basic rpgmaker graphics, which, while not
gamebreaking, do stop me from saying "Daaaaaaang this place looks nice" or "holy crap this battle theme sounds great." But I
can excuse this.
What I can't excuse are the glitches. There are quite a few, and while most are pointed out by the "Glitch Fairy", and you're
shown how to avoid them, there's one that is consistent and not pointed out: the fact that, for some unknown, god-forsaken
reason, certain battles will crash your game. You will lose all your unsaved progress. But it's okay, right, because they just tell
you to save every three seconds, and promise to fix it in the remake on the new version of RPGmaker. (spoiler: it's not okay.)

Theres also the price. 5 dollars. That's absurd. This game is worth 2.50 at best. So I don't recomend this, unless its on sale for
half off or more. But that's fine. Because when it goes on sale, they usually put it on super sale (I got it for less than a quarter of
a dollar).
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Amazing story and very nice interactive game, also keeps the gameplay simple and easy.. TL;DR - Don't even buy this game for
your kids. Animations feel rough and incomplete, Voice actors' enunciation is awfully unclear, especially Sam's VA for PJS4.
Recording quality for different characters' voices is noticeably inconsistent. Dialogue sometimes seems inane, game
environment is barely interactive, and click-zones to transition between areas is hard to aim at. Pajama Sam 4 is so inferior in
quality to its predecessors that I couldn't bear to finish the game.

Personally, my biggest gripe with 4 is the way it was "dumbed down". PJS 1 2 & 3 had a lot of subtle adult overtones and jokes
which I hadn't even noticed when I played them as a 5 year old, but that didn't stop, confuse, or got in the way of me finishing or
enjoying those titles back then. Replaying them now as a 25 year old is just as enjoyable, if not more so now that I've realized
that all those overtones and jokes were in there the whole time.

For example, in Pajama Sam 1, there's a particular trivia question that Sam might have to answer on some playthroughs (which
are randomized per replay), something along the lines of "Which of these were the first reptiles to walk the earth?", to which the
correct answer is "Dinosaurs", but alternatively you can choose to make Sam say "Bureaucrats", which I hadn't even stopped to
think about as a kid, but now gives me the chuckles whenever I think about it. Also in PJS1, Sam befriends Otto, the
hydrophobic anthropomorphic wooden rowboat. Sam helps Otto overcome his fear of drowning by tossing a small (non-living)
wooden plank into a lake, demonstrating that wood floats in water. Otto thus rediscovers his joy of swimming and takes Sam
"sailing". Unbeknownst to the duo, the wooden plank ironically sinks as soon as their backs are turned. Needless to say, I may
have choked on my drink a little upon seeing the plank sink and realizing the implication. I sure didn't as a kid.

I didn't finish playing PJS4, but I highly doubt I'd discover anything like this anywhere in there even if I had.
. Why did I buy this?. The Kaukauna port wine cheese log of shoot 'em ups.. I did not expect that this game would be so Great.
Games like this♥♥♥♥♥good as this one is history nowadays. Love how Devs payed attention to small details and unforgotten
science laws (the ship is using thrusters to stop, not many space games got this.) The soundtrack is marvelous. keep it up devs !
love the game.
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